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The view element is a generic file with the ".view" extension that contains position, orientation, and field of view information for specified geometry parts. This report addresses the conversion process between the displacement (".displacement") format to the generic stationary xy view (".view") format to be used with VRML. The conversion process is accomplished with the AWK Programming Language, named after its authors (Alfred V. Aho, Brian W. Kernighan, and Peter J. Weinberger at Bell Labs), which is designed to provide easy data manipulation and extraction of text files. In this case the Free Software Foundation's GNU version, GAWK, is used. More conversion processes may be developed in the future for inclusion of other view file formats. The focus of this discussion is restricted to the conversion of the displacement format. Section 2.0 begins with a discussion of the displacement format. Section 3.0 discusses the view 2 format, section 4.0 discusses the VRML format that will be generated from the view format, and section 5.0 outlines the GAWK conversion processes with subsections on specific topics.
DISPLACEMENT FORMAT
The displacement file is a simple ASCII file. Its format is laid out into one section encapsulated by a header and trailer line. Below is an example ".displacement" file: The first line is a comment denoting the body name the data is for. The section begins with "#NSTEPS:" and ends with "#END". Following the semicolon character in "#NSTEPS:" the number of time steps should be given. Each line between the header and trailer contains displacement information for each time step. For each time step the position, orientation, and scale can be specified. A variable format exists because displacement information may not need each of these three components. Table 1 defines how each type is specified and what nodes are used for them (NF = number of fields in gawk). The above example file contains position and orientation (NF >= 7) displacement data, but not scale data. Note that orientation data requires position data, and scale data requires position and orientation data.
VIEW FORMAT
The view file has the same format as the displacement file, only with a few changes.. The only difference, besides some additonal comment lines, is the content for each time step. Below is an example ".view" file: See a description of the format as described in section 2.0. For each time step the time fraction (percentage of total time), position, orientation, and field of view can be specified. A variable format exists because view information may not need each of these three components. Table 2 defines how each type is specified and what nodes are used for them (NF = number of fields in gawk). The above example file contains position (NF >= 4) view data, but not position or field of view data. Note that orientation data requires position data, and field of view data requires position and orientation data.
VRML FORMAT
The view data used in the VRML file [1] is included using the PositionInterpolator, OrientationInterpolator, and ScalarInterpolator nodes as defined in ISO 14772-1:1997. A TimeSensor node and ROUTE statement are also required. The creation of these nodes is done during final scene assembly with another program. A description is included here to help understand where the view data is included in the final VRML scene file.
The PositionInterpolator Node template is This node defines the field of view. By including a name to the node definition, it can be referenced later in the ROUTE statement which is based off the TimeSensor node to give motion. This nodes key values are sets of floating point numbers.
DEF
An example section of a VRML (.wrl) file is included below: In the above example, the view name will be "vicplsROTbbody" in the menu of views to select.
GAWK CONVERSION
The creation of the view portion of the VRML file is done with GAWK. This is a very useful scripting language that is available for UNIX and Windows operating systems from The Free Software Foundation ("www.gnu.org/software/gawk/gawk.html") or directly from Bell Labs ("cm.bell-labs.com/cm/cs/awkbook/"). Figure 2 outlines the AWK process.
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Figure 2 -GAWK process
Parameters are passed to the GAWK script before it begins processing the input file. Output can be sent to the standard output or a specified file. An example of the calling structure with the script name "dis2z0pos.awk" is given below gawk -v SRC="./testd/" -v DES="./testd/" -f ../src/dis2z0pos.awk z0.names
INPUT
The input file is named "z0.names". Its contents are just a list of files to convert (1 column). The first column is the displacement (".displacement") file name. An example is included below:
A-TCH.BOD A-TLOAD.BOD
Notice that the file extension is not included in the name. Table 3 defines and describes the parameters passed to the GAWK script for processing the displacement files. The VRML file assumes all values are in SI units--meters for distance. Note that all parameters are passed as strings within double quotation marks. It is assumed that all file names listed in the "z0.names" input file have the same extension (in the example ".displacement").
PARAMETERS

